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Aikido & Tang Soo Do Testing: 10/8/2016

On 10/8/2016, The Center
hosted rank and status testing
sessions for both Aikido and
Tang Soo Do. Thank you to all
who came to support the school
and the Arts. A special thank
you to Mike Anderson Sifu of
Pikes Peak Dao, Mike Parenteau
Sabom-nim of The Tangsoology
Institute of Longmont, Scott
Arnold Sabom-nim of Fountain
Valley Taekwondo, and Sam
George of Colorado Springs
Community Aikido for
supporting this event.
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CPMDDA Promotions: 10/29/2016

Rank promotions for both
Aikido and Tang Soo Do
students were held on
10/29/2016. Congratulations
to everyone on your hard
work, dedication and support!

Aikido Joint Practices: 9/18/2016 &
10/22/2016

A Collaborative Aikido practice was held on 9/18/2016 at The Center in Colorado
Springs. Thank you to Steven Shaw Sensei, Ken Furuya Sensei, Les Steveson Sensei,
Hal Render Sensei, and all of those from Tanshinjuku Aikido, Kiryu Aikido, Aikido for
Veterans and Colorado Springs Community Aikido who made the trip to support this
event!
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Another Collaborative Aikido
Practice was held at Kiryu
Aikido on 10/22/2016. Thank
you to everyone who supported
this practice and to Les
Steveson Sensei for inviting
Jude Miller Sensei to teach.

Master Lee Memorial Workout:
12/3/2016

The Center for Aikido & Tang Soo Do
Studies – COS hosted the annual Master
Lee Memorial Workout on Saturday,
December 3rd, 2016. Thank you to all
of the students and Mike Parenteau
Sabom-nim of The Tangsoology
Institute of Longmont for supporting
this event.
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Chinese New Year Festival:
1/21/2017

On Saturday, January 21st 2017, The Center for Aikido & Tang Soo
Do Studies, along with Pikes Peak Dao, participated in the Colorado
Springs Chinese Cultural Institute Chinese New Year Festival at City
Auditorium. The Center hosted booths and performed martial arts
demonstrations for Aikido (He Qi Dao), Tang Soo Do, Wu Dang Tai
Chi, and Tai Chi Sword. Thank you to the CSCCI and all members
of the school who made this event a success!
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Tang Soo Do

has already been helping, because

by Madison Kelley

even the simple forms I’m learning and

th

Tang Soo Do – 9 Gup
going through force me to keep calm,
I have many reasons for wanting to
because going through even simple

start studying Tang Soo Do, although it’s

movements in Tang, I’ve found, is much
proven to be a bit hard to actually voice
harder when you’re worried, or thinking too
them. The main reason I know is just an
much about it. There’s a level of trust you
urge to study a martial art again. I studied
need to put in yourself, as with anything,
Taekwondo when I was younger, from about
even if it is just trusting in yourself to learn.
8 to 9 years old, I believe, but I lost interest
Other reasons that I wanted to start

and stopped studying. I got a renewed urge a
few years ago, in 8th grade, to begin

studying Tang Soo Do are somewhat odd. I

studying another art, although I didn’t act on

felt that the values of the art, or as much as I

it until very recently.

know about them, are something I can get
behind, and I am interested in learning more.

Part of my desire to study again may
I’m obviously very interested in learning the
have come from wanting to make myself
art itself, as well, not just its values. It
focus, and be able to stay calm. My life,
seemed similar to the art I took as a kid, and
especially recently, has been hectic, filled
I don’t know if it’s the art itself, or simply a
with due dates and long projects. I have only
been studying for a few weeks now, but it
6

matter of age and time, but I prefer Tang

Practicing Aikido

Soo Do, and am excited to learn more.

by Dameon Crockett
Aikido – 7th Kyu

Aikido
My name is Dameon Crockett. I am
by Tnias Munoz, Age 5
a Staff Sergeant in the United States Army.

Aikido – 7th Kyu

For years, I wanted to practice martial arts to

I like Aikido because it is fun. I get

not only learn a self-defense but to help fill a

to practice with weapons and other students.

void of discipline that I could not obtain

I like Aikido because it teaches me how to

from within. I started practicing Aikido on

control myself and my techniques. I am

November 22, 2016 under Sensei Jude

able to pay attention and listen to the

Miller. My initial impression of Aikido was

directions. I like that I get to learn different

this looks simple to execute. As I became

techniques. If I don’t know something I am

more involved with practice, the techniques

taught how to do it correctly. Other students

became more difficult. Being in the military,

and Sensei teach me how to do techniques

everything is structured. In Aikido,

when I get them wrong.

everything is counter-intuitive. It is safe to
As I am learning I am able to grow

say that I became frustrated very quickly.

with my peers that have come to be my
Over the next 30 days from

friends. I like that once I have learned my

beginning this art, I began to deal with a lot

techniques, I can rank up to the next belt. I

of situations in my life. Aikido is an art that

would like to receive a purple stripe belt in

will bring any issues that a person is dealing

the future.

with to the surface. In other words, one must
learn to exalt patience and understand that
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I am a parent that doesn’t get excited

all ideals in life take time. Aikido is not an
art where one can just come into the dojo

about sleepovers and play dates. One; I

and automatically know Aikido. One of my

don’t trust the world and two; I find it an

continuing challenges is that when I make a

inconvenience when it comes to our family’s

mistake at doing a move, I am very hard on

busy lives and schedules. My kids do,

myself.

however, mean the world to me and I didn’t
want to limit my children’s childhood

On Mondays and Wednesdays, I

experience because of my own insecurities.

look forward to training because it helps me

The reality is that it is “my” life that’s busy

to learn and understand what flaws I have

and not my children’s lives. I realized that I

about myself. In addition, regardless of rank

made a conscience decision to do something

in the class, we all come in ready to train

for them even though I may find it

and release whatever the day has pushed

inconvenient. If I was going to get them

upon us. My training partners are great

involved in something I wanted it to have

people and are always willing to help one

meaning. I realized while I’m writing this

become better. Aikido is an art of peace,

that I’m still being selfish. My children are

patience, and practice. I use the breathing

doing what I want them to do versus

techniques, stretches, and movements in my

something they initially wanted to do.

everyday activities. It is key to remember
that Aikido is not only beneficial for the

I wanted this new activity to be
something I believed would be beneficial in

dojo. It is also useful in life!

their lives. I wanted them to be prepared for

Aikido

the world and to be able to defend

Maryann Dieter, Age

themselves. At the same time I don’t want

Aikido – 6th Kyu
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It’s not as easy as it looks. When

them to sacrifice their good nature and warm
hearts. This is what led me to aikido. I

watching Sensei demonstrates a technique

loved aikido’s philosophy. I want my

I’m thinking, “Yea, I can do that! Looks

children to know love in their lives.

easy enough… I’ll just count out the

Showing love and compassion towards

different movements in my head.” When it

someone that is trying to hurt you is not the

comes time to actually attempt the technique

easiest thing to do. Oh how much happier

I realize that it’s not as easy as it looks. No

their lives could be if they could master this

worries though, I will figure it out. I just

idea.

need to keep reminding myself to, “Keep
one point, relax completely, keep weight

Ultimately I realized I wanted to be a

underside, and extend my ki.”

part of this idea as well. How happy could
my life be if I could master this idea? I

Aikido is not an inconvenience but a

decided I wanted to work on figuring it out.

necessity now in my life. I hope my

The only step I could take was to find a way

children will eventually see the value in it

to make it happen. So I did. Once I started,

over time. I will continue to grow and learn

I became addicted and wanted to learn more.

as they will and I know that with lots of

Every class I go to, I realize there is so much

practice and determination we will continue

more to learn. The things I feel I need to

to improve and maybe even one day I will

focus on the most are the mental techniques.

get excited over a sleep over or play date.

For example, I had a hard time finding my

Thank you Sensei Miller for all that

one point. There are still times I doubt

you have taught me so far. I look forward to

whether I can find it, let alone keep it. I still

all of your future lessons.

have a lot to learn.
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Aikido

ever stop but after a while I am not

Kaelyn Dieter, Age 8

interested in it because I work on the same

Aikido – 6th Kyu

technique. It is clever that you know so
much about aikido. Sometimes when I can’t

For the past six months I have been at

focus I make up words to remember what

aikido, I have learned katate-dori ikkyo and

technique it is. I have been trying to

other techniques. I have learned about

accomplish my black belt but I know there

O’Sensei, focus, and respect. I have been

will be many fails and not fails.

trying to improve my tenkan and focus.
Being an orange belt is exciting. Now I

I am glad I have my family and you

have two belts I can keep so I can remember

because you guys give me support and stuff

the first time I was at aikido when I am

so I can accomplish the world. You help me

black belt.

by correcting technique and Connor-san and
Jaidyn-san help me by being partners at

Something that I like about aikido is

home. Maryann-san helps me by helping

shiko walking, down-back-ups, forward

remember the techniques. You also help me

rolls, jo’s and all other warm ups. Being at

with ranks but the only reason why I don’t

aikido cheers me up when I get a new belt.

pick higher ranks than me to train with is

Some things I learned was pinning,

because I feel like it’s weird. I don’t think

yokomenuchi, and hard techniques and

you can really understand that, but at least I

seiza.

told you why I am always with Connor-san
My opinion of aikido is I want to go

and Jaidyn-san.

there sometimes and sometimes not. After I
got my color on my belt I didn’t want to
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I have been to aikido for six months

Aikido
Jaidyn Deiter, Age 9

now. I am an orange belt. I’m pretty good

Aikido – 6th Kyu

at katate-dori ikkyo. My favorite technique

Since I’ve started aikido, I have

is ryote-dori ikkyo. Shiko walking is

learned a lot. I’ve learned backwards rolls,

another favorite. I think I’m good at

forward rolls, and different techniques and

focusing. Jo staves are my absolute favorite

atemi. One of my favorite techniques is

in aikido. I am kind of good at

katate-dori ikkyo. I also learned how to

yokomenuchi ikkyo, but I could do better.

shiko walk, pin, and different rolls.

In my opinion, I think I am good at pinning
people.

I think I could work on some stuff
like focusing and wanting to do more. I

I am excited whenever I get a new

could work on backwards rolls and even

belt. I think that the colors of the aikido

some forward rolls. I am going to practice

belts are unique and colorful. The easiest

and work hard.

one to me is the tenkan. The easiest
techniques are ikkyo and doing

The past six months I feel like I have
learned a lot. I have learned about O’Sensei

yokomenuchi. I really like the whole

and some things about the jo. I really like

martial art of aikido.

working with the jo. I am really happy I

Ready the Sword

earned my orange belt. I am going to work

John Krause

hard to my black belt.

Aikido – 7th Kyu

Aikido
Ready the sword,

Connor Deiter, Age 8
Aikido – 6th Kyu

prepare to fight the darkness.
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His hand all but upon the eye,

Trap it, drag it into the light.

yet the monster unseen.

It dissipates.

Likewise I search,

Not such a monster.

but darkness hides the monsters.

In ways an old friend.

So focus on that which is in front

The shoulder drops a notch.

me and in plain sight, offered freely.

Searching further does nothing,
for darkness hides the unseen.

Ai. The house of harmony.

Focus! Bring back the mind!

A synchronicity that must

Focus on that which is in front me,

be felt to be understood.

in plain sight, offered freely.

I have, and I have, even if fleeting.
The attachment like nothing known before.

Ki. The rice and steam.

There, and gone. Back again. Gone again.
Grab it! Nothing there.

Purple palm, purple foot.

Owned it shall not be.

Flow here, not there.

Invited, perhaps...

One good, the other not so.

There is one!, hiding in the dark.

Relax. Project.
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So simple. So why isn’t it?

the path leads into darkness.

The hips despise the flow,

I know not where the path will lead,

the knee starves.

but deeper into that unknown.

Fertile ground for hunting, no doubt.

Yet there are hints and peeks

One wonders what could be…

of rewards worth earning.

Focus! Bring back the mind!

A connection, even if fleeting.

Focus on that which is in front me,

Flow, even if but a trickle.

in plain sight, offered freely.

Clear the mind, if you can.
Allow them in, if they will.

Do.

Walk the trail

Path of understanding.

to where those old friends live.

The vision impeded,

A world of thanks to Sensei Miller and Sifu

though sight not truly needed.

Anderson
A path to lead the mind
who offer their teachings, knowledge, and
back from where it came.

wisdom so freely.

I cannot see that darkness
if I focus not on the light.
Should I focus on the light,
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Tang Soo Do

improve my skills as well as I am trying my

by Alizae Hirt - Age: 10

best to help them improve their skills.

Tang Soo Do - 8th gup

Mr. Miller is a great teacher. He

Tang Soo Do is a privilege and I am

disciplines his students when it is

proud and glad to be in this activity. I am

appropriate. He shows us what we are doing

passionate about this art. I feel that I have

incorrectly so that we can work on that skill.

learned so much and have gotten stronger

He encourages us to practice at home. He

not only physically but also mentally. I have

praises us when we try our hardest and when

learned so much already and would like to

we do well. He pushes us to our highest

continue learning about this art. I am

limits because he wants us do well in this

dedicated to this art but I do understand that

art.

school is also very important so that means I
Tang Soo Do
am capable of being responsible for school
by Angelica Price
and Tang Soo Do. I promise to try my best

Tang Soo Do – 7th Gup

in both school and Tang Soo Do. I also

I feel I am growing a little each day

promise to only use my skills of Tang Soo

in my martial arts training, now that I have

Do for defense and only when me, my

my first full colored belt. For me first and

family, and innocent people are in danger. I

foremost, Tang Soo Do continues to

hope that someday I will be privileged with

improve my personal life. It gives me hope

a midnight blue belt so that I could teach

and a will to push forward when everything

and help others succeed in this art. I am

else around me is at its darkest. I remember

thankful that my seniors and other students

days where it took every fiber of my being

in my Tang Soo Do class are helping me

to make it to class and participate, but I did
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it, and every time I felt better leaving than

my center and get to a point where I can do

when I did coming. For the past month, I

forms and combinations in my sleep.

have been struggling with a relapse in

I want to improve my actual Tang

depression and didn't even have the strength

Soo Do skills, but I think the path that I am

to train. But even still, I came to the dojang

on right now requires that I concentrate on

to feel safe and observe others train so I

centering myself first. Once I have figured

could still progress down my path, if only a

out what that looks like for me, I think it

little.

will be a little easier to progress. While I am
I am still learning the lesson that if I

figuring out what centering myself means

can change my external circumstances, I can

and/or looks like, my next goal is to promote

slowly work on my internal self as well. I

to green belt in the spring, provided I put in

have been pushed to my limits and

the necessary work. I feel like earning my

sometimes uncomfortably beyond them, but

green belt in the spring will be incredibly

even still I have grown stronger and have

symbolic for me, as it will represent a new

learned to appreciate and accept my scars,

chapter in my personal life, and the

both external and internal. They remind me

beginning of my path to midnight blue. I am

of who I am, where I’ve come from, and

truly excited to see where I will be in my

where I’m able to go if I continue to push

personal and martial arts life by the time

forward. Tang Soo Do has helped me realize

spring rolls around.

my own strength in addition to how strong I

Tang Soo Do

can be with the help of others. Looking

by Daniel Garcia, Age 8

forward, I want to really focus on integrating

Tang Soo Do – 6th Gup

Tang into my daily routine to help me focus
15

There are many reasons why I like

forms until they get it. I like how we help

karate. The rank I have is 6th gup. I like

people to improve each other and help

how color belts are in order and I like each

people get better. Thank you for helping us

form for each color belt. And I also like

improve and do free-match and get better.

how we start warm-ups when we start class.

Those are all the reasons I like karate.

I also like how we do kicks such as

Tang Soo Do

front, turn, side, back, and how we do flying

by Enrique Garcia, Age 9

sidekicks on Mondays when we do a good

Tang Soo Do – 6th Gup
There are a lot of things I like about

job. The color belt I like is green belt, and it
would be so cool to earn green trim. I also

karate. About the gup ranks, I know it

like how we learn new forms and blocks,

counts down from nine to one. What gup is

punches, and which way to turn. I also like

midnight blue? What is it called? Because

how we test for belts and promote to get the

white is 9th gup. Yellow stripe is 8th gup.

belts and uniform and when you get your

Yellow is 7th gup. Green is 6th gup. Green

trims.

trim is 5th gup. Brown is 4th gup. Brown
trim is 3rd gup. Red is 2nd gup. Red trim is
You follow your Sabom to know
1st gup. So what is midnight blue? Are

how to move in the form and get better until
there light brown and other colors? Can you
you know it. When your Sabom shows you
also show us your dark green one day? Why
how you are supposed to kick, you use the
in Tang Soo Do class do we go by last name
heel of your foot or ball of your foot. I like
and in Aikido we go by first name? Do we
how we show the white, yellow, and yellow
always warm up first to get in our stance and
stripe belts and how we take them in groups
get energy? I like our role when we get to
and show how you are supposed to do the
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lead warm-ups. I like the colors of the belts

that comes with life being ripped out from

because they have my favorite color. My

underneath me; it’s Aikido and the people

favorite color is red and red trim. Every six

that come with it; that keep me centered and

months we test. Can kids that are two and

calm as the waves crash down.

three do karate because we have a three year

Aikido has a funny knack for doing

old?

that, for teaching you without you realizing
Thank you for putting the free-

you are being taught. It sneaks up on you

matches back Mr Miller. That’s all of my

and you fall through the lesson to come out

questions about karate and things.

the other side and go..”oh.”
Aikido is Love. It is that love that

Untanglement
by Nicole Traceski

completely untangles you, that makes you

Aikido – 5th Kyu

see, breaks through the walls, and connects

Tang Soo Do – 8th Gup

to you. If you allow yourself to open to it; it

Aikido untangles you. When done

will crawl within you and there will be such

right, it wakes you up; shakes you to the

a change that is indescribable.

core. Whether you know it or not;
Connection. Connection to

subconsciously you start to change, little

everything. Connecting to partner, to nature,

things click here and there; pieces come

to the world around you, to the world within

together. You’re calmer all of the sudden,

you, to WHO you really are. Connection is

not interested in fighting. You start to see

what I fear the most when it comes to
balance and peace in everything you do.
Aikido. The connection to someone who
These past two months have utterly

might put a knife in your back, the

changed my life; as I go through the turmoil
17

connection and vulnerability that comes

The Art pulls that out of you, it

from seeing your soul and triggers, the trust

humbles you and shows your weakness and

that comes from understanding your partner

your strength, shows you power and mercy.

will help you through the technique. The eye

It shows you where you need to improve, it

contact that leads straight to your inner core.

untangles you. Aikido if you allow it,

Every single part of connection in Aikido

changes you.

scares the hell out of me, and that’s where I

Fear holds us back, holds us back

struggle. I sever the connection before the

from improvement, from love, from falling

fall…a trigger I have yet to explore.

correctly. Even when you are afraid, do

Aikido is learning to love. But not

Aikido. Even when you are afraid, punch

just loving others…loving yourself too.

through the wall, work through the

Another point where I struggle. Someone

emotions, through the demons that this Earth

once asked me “What are you enamored

drags us into. Even when you are afraid,

with when it comes to yourself?” I don’t

connect anyway, Even when you’re afraid

know. I am not even worthy of this beautiful

allow Aikido to untangle you, to rip away

art and the gift it gives me. I am not worth

the ignorance and show you the beauty and

the amazing people who guide me through

ugly. Even when you are afraid do Aikido.

it, kick down doors and help me break

It may feel like you are hitting wall

through the walls and battle my demons. In

after wall, facing emotion after emotion,

the midst of a marriage that disappeared and

frustration after frustration. Keep going,

left me looking in the mirror I had to wonder

don’t stop, don’t give up, and don’t run. It

if there is anything in me to love.

will make you better, for yourself, for
others, and for the Art.
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Allow Aikido to shape you, change

the hard way that you were already at the

you; untangle you and find within yourself a

top? You might crash forward or stomp your

way to love you, because as you learn to

foot, alarming friends, pets, or small

love you and reclaim WHO YOU ARE, you

children. Now compare that to balancing on

can in turn love others. Through their flaws,

one foot, then setting it back down. Why did

their demons, their storms, and their dreams,

that first example leave you momentarily

so they can be better with you, and you can

stunned and confused and the second

honor each other.

example didn’t? Intent. Your body was
tensed and prepared for the motions required

Intent

to get you up that last step which didn’t

by Ben Artus

exist, and nature quickly showed you your

Tang Soo Do – 5th Gup

mistake. Tang Soo Do has the same

In class I hear often that Tang Soo
Do is not just a physical art, but there is a

principle. There will be a big difference

mental and a spiritual component to training.

between picturing yourself actually

As I’m moving up in rank, I’m finally

'breaking a board' versus just throwing your

beginning to understand what that means,

arm out. If I’m moving through a form or

even if it’s only catching small glimpses of

marching, I can’t just go through the

the deeper sides of the art. In particular, I am

motions, or what I'm doing isn't self-

starting to realize the importance of the

defense, it's just a weird dance.
But having intent doesn't just affect

intent behind every technique.

how your body moves; it also affects your

Have you ever been walking up a set
of stairs and thought that there was one more

energy. Performing like you’re really

step before you reach the top, only to realize

defending yourself isn’t just a physical
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challenge, it’s also more demanding of your

military, race and aikido from my

mind and spirit; it takes a lot out of you to

perspective.

prepare yourself for that kind of

I am a black man. I have seen a lot

confrontation against an assailant. If I move

in my life in regards to racism. Those

through a form like L4, and I just review the

incidents that involved me and would be

motions alone, I can do it without even

deemed racist made me strive to overcome

disturbing my breathing. However, if I focus

those obstacles. I am a MAN. Whether some

on every stance, punch forward and elbow

might think that I am chauvinistic because I

strike with each one, and strive to land every

believe that as a man my job is to overcome

hit accurately with its striking surface, the

any obstacle and provide for my family is

art emerges. Sabom says that doing a single

irrelevant because that’s what I do. I provide

form should leave you winded, and I think

for my family regardless of the political

this is exactly what he means. I will do my

atmosphere or what someone thinks of me.

best to practice like this moving forward,

Yes I am black and yes there are things

which makes my training a whole new level

wrong in this country in regards to race

of difficulty.

however when an unstoppable force meets
an immovable object one must yield. For

Aikido
there to be peace and prosperity I have learn
by Dauphin Williams
from the past but not dwell in it. Through

Aikido – 4th Kyu

the grace of God I am successful because He

In light of all the things that are

has given me the work ethic and the desire

going on in our nation I thought I would

to succeed. I don’t blame others for my

take the time to write about the nation, the
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downfall because in the end I control my

stress little things in life. One day you are

destiny.

here. One day you are not. What is the point
in arguing or getting mad over trivial things?

I am in the Army. Before the Army I
was working 3 jobs and going to school full

The hardest thing I have ever had to

time for pharmacy as well as being a

deal with was just prior to me enlisting in

husband and father. I decided to join the

the Army. I was working at a cable company

Army not out of a desire to fight for my

and I was in training. The rule was that you

nation. I wanted to be able to support my

could not play on the computers while class

family. Later down the line I found that I

was going on or you would be fired.

took great pride in becoming a Soldier and I

Somehow they thought that I was playing on

would die in a heartbeat for this country, our

the computer and called me into the

freedom and my brothers and sisters. It is

manager’s office. I had no idea what for.

something that is hard to explain. You have

They explained that I was playing on the

to have lived it. When you are in a bunker

computer and that I was fired. I cried in

getting fired upon, in a foxhole or in a

front of them explaining that I surely was

stressful situation when deployed and you

not and pleaded with them. “How am I

have to lean on these people you don’t really

gonna feed my family?” That was the

know and they lean on you. They look to

lowest point in my life and I will never

you for guidance. They look to you for

forget that. It is what drives me today.

confidence. That time away from your

I practice aikido. I actually started

family ends up creating a new family with

Aikido and Tang Soo Do some 20 plus years

your brothers and sisters. I have lost brothers

ago with Sensei Miller. I ended up quitting

when deployed. That is why you cannot

because I took days off and felt that, “Hey I
21

paid you my dues so why are you

A lot of peoples’ problems from my

complaining?” Aikido is more than dues. I

perspective are that they are in their own

fully and wholeheartedly understand that

head. It is your mind is it not? Why make it

you pay for a service; however it is so much

a hindrance? You control you. No one else.

more than that. Aikido is part of my life

You control your actions and ultimately

now. Have you ever wanted to be part of

your decisions will shape the world around

something or have you seen a group of

you much like the butterfly effect.

people taking care of each other and are a

I am an American. I am not African-

close family and wanted something like that

American. I am an American. I love my

for yourself? Aikido to me is much like

country. I love my flag. Regardless of who

going to church as far as your message

is in charge of what I will be an American. I

might be different than the one I hear. When

will be a husband and father. I will practice

Sensei calls me up for a demonstration I

Aikido. I will be black. I will be a Veteran. I

have to relax. A lot of times your body

will be a man. I will be me.

seems like it has a mind of its own but guess
Relaxing

what, your mind controls EVERYTHING. If

by Kaitlynn Darrow

I am tense I empty my mind. Let the world’s

Tang Soo Do – 4th Gup

problems go away. Who’s president? What’s

I’m at the place in my life where I

the score of the game? Doesn’t matter

need to learn how to relax. I’m not sure what
because it will all be there after class and
the real reason behind it is, but it’s in part
maybe because of class I have learned to
because I hold in so much of my emotions.
cope with society and help others to do the
Doing so causes anger and anxiety which, in
same.
turn, causes my body to be more tense than
22

needed. I can be watching T.V., eating

that some of the Aikido practitioners tease

lunch, or reading a book, and my body will

me about it while helping me stretch out my

slowly start tensing up, making my

shoulders. I have to actively think about

shoulders rise. Even when I’m sleeping, my

relaxing in order to do so, but thinking about

body tenses. This causes my jaw to clench,

it then makes it harder to truly relax. All of

making it hard to sleep, which makes my

these sore muscles, tight tendons, and

tensing issues even worse. All of this tension

popping joints make me fear that I will hurt

causes my muscles to become sore, and puts

myself by accident, whether by pulling

more strain on my tendons. Being so rigid

something, or truly tearing a muscle/ tendon.

brings up issues with my joints. It’s gotten

It causes my Tang Soo Do techniques to

to the point where I can crack my neck like a

actually hurt at times when they shouldn’t,

cheesy movie villain multiple times a day.

and I get tired easily. I’m hoping more

All I have to do is tilt my head, and my

training will help me learn to relax at least

joints sound off as loud as they can. I have

when needed, but I really need to be able to

similar issues with my back, but some of

at other times as well.

them don’t pop at the same time, making my

Martial Arts

back sore along my spine.

Caleb Babrudi – Age 12
Aikido – 3rd Kyu

With everything being this sore and

Tang Soo Do – 5th Gup

tight, my muscles never seem to really relax

What I think of Aikido and Tang Soo

at all. I can feel everything pulling across

do is, I think it is great, because that place is

my back when I turn my head, or my

a place you go to relax have fun and train as

muscles will tense right back up even after

a group. First off, I would like to talk about

stretching. My tension is getting bad enough
23

Aikido. The things that you do in Aikido up

manners, but if I do not have manners I will

to falling or doing a technique it is all from

be corrected by Sabom/Sensei by being

your waist or your center. If you do not use

given pushups, or sitting in stance. Overall

your center you will not be able to do the

Aikido and Tang Soo Do can and will teach

technique properly. What I like about

you discipline, and not only help you with

Aikido is that you get to really communicate

yourself it will help you with how you live

and connect with other people and soon

and, will truly change anyone’s life

make a bond with them. I have seen many

positively.

people come and go but when people go it

Martial Arts

takes away from the Aikido family, but later

by Christ Babrudi

on it gets filled in by new people who have

Aikido – 3rd Kyu

the passion and are loyal. On the other hand,

Tang Soo Do – 5th Gup

in the Tang Soo Do family, we learn more

I used to think martial arts was a cool

discipline in Tang Soo Do than in Aikido,

thing something that you could show off.

because we do stuff that is dangerous, and

Not to say that it isn’t cool, but now I think

our number one priority is to keep everyone

of it as a way of life, a routine something to

safe. What I like about Tang Soo Do is that

finish of the day. Martial arts is my get away

it made me very flexible physically and

from life my outlet. I enjoy the fact that I

mentally. Also, it has taught me not to care

can go train Aikido and Tang Soo Do and if

about what bullies say but to go on with my

I have emotions inside, to let them out. And

life and leave those mean comments back.

since we all think of each other as family,

Now something that I like about both of the

instead of making fun of the person and

arts is how well they taught me to have

embarrassing them we help them. For
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example, in Aikido, if the person is having a

Family

bad day and all their muscles are tense the

by Mike Pinard

uke can go soft to balance the technique. Or

Aikido – 3rd Kyu

if in Tang Soo Do someone has a stomach

As the holidays fast approach, we are

bug and is sensitive to quick movements

reminded of how important being with

they can slow do the moves and use center

family is. Sometimes I forget of what an

instead of power.

extended family is and it is right in front of
me every week. Thanksgiving has arrived

Some of the lower ranks get afraid
and gone in the blink of an eye. One of our
and nervous to get up in front of class and
senior students texted everybody with a
perform a technique, but if they change their
thanksgiving thanks and it got me to
mindset to this dojo/dojang is my family
thinking of what a pleasure it is to have an
then it will release the stress, and it will
extended family. As we train every week
allow you to perform the technique better.
and see the same or even new faces each
So think of martial arts as a way of life and
week, we become a part of something
think of the people of the dojo or dojang as
unique and offer an open hand or even an
your family and it will help you to be able to
ear when situations occur.
face your challenges in the martial arts
There have been some pretty

realm more full mindedly. So it is important
to get to know the people of your dojo or

unforeseen circumstances at the dojo this

dojang not only in the dojo/dojang, but in

past year, but we got through it just fine.

the outside world to help you with the

Our dojo practices three different arts, and it

mindset of thinking as the people in your

is pretty cool to come together during testing

dojo/dojang as your family.

or even a city event at the park; to even
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place with a medal was even cooler! We

was forced to question my own faith. The

have even had the opportunity to train with

mere act of bowing to the shomen beckons

other dojos in the Denver area, and this is

the question: “Am I worshipping a false

still awesome in itself. I look forward to

god?” Furthermore, the belief by O’Sensei

another great year with the dojo and

that everything, from a boken, to the mat

upcoming events with my extended family.

itself, has spirit, opens up the door for the

Peace to all.

argument that Aikido is in and of itself, a
polytheistic practice.

Faith and the Arts
by Eric Lustig

Allow me to explore further into

Aikido – 1st Kyu

traditions that could bring up similar

In my years of training, I have

arguments. One of my favorite times of year

witnessed the departure of several Aikidoka

is Christmas. One of my favorite days is the

and Tang Soo Do practitioners as a result of

evening we put up our Christmas tree. The

questions of faith. While I do not

joy my daughter gets decorating the house,

traditionally compose my bulletin

her room, and the tree. Uh oh! The tree: that

submissions in the first person, this will be

druidic and monolithic symbol. Does the

an exception: primarily, because it is about

fact that I enjoy this day and this tradition

me.

compromise my faith? On another account,
every time I hear the National Anthem, or

I am a lifelong and currently
practicing Roman Catholic. I must say that

the Pledge of Allegiance, I face the flag,

my first experiences with Aikido, and in

remove my hat, and put my hand to my heart

particular, The Center for Aikido and Tang

as I “pledge allegiance” to a cloth

Soo Do Studies, put me in a position where I
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representation. The sounds of paganism are

My faith is strong. I knew,
immediately and without reservation, that

ringing in my ears. Or are they?

my actions in the dojo did nothing to

Faith is a conscious choice. There is

compromise my faith. My choice to bow to

no solid, conclusive proof of a higher power.

the shomen, to put my mind and body in

That is why we proclaim the mystery of

one-point, and to respect O’Sensei’s belief

faith every Sunday at Mass. From Hebrews

that everything has spirit are mere acts of

11:1 – Now faith is confidence in what we

respect to the art. After all, “spirit” and “The

hope for and assurance about what we do

Holy Spirit” are not synonymous. I see

not see.

numerous parallels between what I believe
Let’s examine several other possible

and what O’Sensei believed. Everyone and

transgressions of faith: those who live by,

everything is a creation of God. Could this

die by, and figuratively bleed the colors of

be the Spirit of which O’Sensei taught? Are

their favorite football team, those who seek

O’Sensei’s teachings about peace, love, and

out inspiration through social media, and

reconciliation not in-line with the teachings

those who define their character by that of

of Christ?

their favorite political or presidential
I have trained in other dojos, and

candidate. For those who serve our nation or

have conducted considerable research into

protect our communities: the act of saluting

the teachings of other martial arts. The

a superior puts in to question the act of

Center for Aikido and Tang Soo Do Studies

worship. The possibilities of questioning

places a lot of tradition on the principles of

one’s faith are endless, or at least, to the

Bushido:

degree we are willing to set our judgment
upon the acts of others.
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1. Rectitude (resolution of

Harmony

righteousness)

by Jesse Elliott Kyosah-nim

2. Courage

Tangsoology – 3rd Dan

3. Benevolence (love, affection, and

As martial artists we strive to be self-

sympathy)

sufficient, self-aware, and independent, in

4. Politeness

harmony with our surroundings. We train

5. Veracity (truthfulness)

our bodies and minds to bend to our will.

6. Honor (personal dignity)

And yet this independence is built upon

7. Loyalty

countless years of tradition and experience.

In some martial arts schools these principles

We are inextricably linked to those who

are absent. The result is often an atmosphere

came before us. Ironically it is only by

thronged with machismo, dominance, and

embracing the teaching of those who came

subjugation.

before us in a form of dependence that we

The teachings of O’Sensei have not

can achieve some semblance of

only made me a better Catholic; they have

independence and self-sufficiency. Indeed

solidified the foundation of my faith and it

the more dependent we allow ourselves to

has never been stronger. All of this

become, trusting without question the

combined has helped me become a better

teachings of the Masters, the more self-

teacher, a better husband, a better father, and

aware and self-sufficient we will become.

a better man.

That is not an easy thing to achieve, and it
begins in not-so-lofty a place.
It begins in the here and now. Alas
this is where we live, and if we cannot be in
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harmony with those who are right in front of

with it, and subtly move it as we wish. It is

us, how can we possibly harmonize with

just the same with ideas or relationships.

Masters and teachings from long ago.

Rather than become defensive when an idea

Perhaps the later doesn’t seem so hard.

that offends comes your way, embrace it,

Perhaps applying lofty ideas seems easier

take its essence (or center), and appropriate

than living with your roommate or listening

it -- subtly reframe it.

to your coworker or boss. Perhaps, but what

There is hardly an issue or argument

is the point of being independent and self-

that doesn’t have two sides. And the reason

sufficient if the people around you can make

there are two sides is because there are valid

you miserable? We must attempt to unite in

points on both sides. Indeed the most

perfect harmony with those around us. But

persuasive people are the ones who can

how does one do that when there is such a

argue both sides of an issue effectively, such

range of people that surround us, often

that you’re not entirely sure which side

completely out of our control? Sometimes

they’re even on. Then when they actually

they are even caustic or intending us harm.

take a side, it’s that much more persuasive.

When a person intends to physically

If you can convince the other side that you

harm us, what are we trained to do? Think of

understand and empathize with them, you

Aikido, which is all about harmony. When

have just taken their center. When you take

someone intends to physically harm us, we

someone’s center however, you are

help them. We take their intent and

responsible to protect them, just like when

momentum and amplify it, taking it away

you physically take someone’s center. Be

from them and using it for our own

kind. The goal is not to inflict injury but

purposes. We take their center, harmonize

rather to create harmony.
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My youngest son was in the hospital

Hyung as Moving Meditation

last week with croup. The doctors said it’s

by Jude Miller Sabom-nim/Sensei

been really bad this year. It was. We took

Tangsoology – 5th Dan/Aikido – 4th Dan

him to Urgent Care, and they promptly sent

Head Instructor

him to the hospital in an ambulance. He was

The practice of hyung has always

there for 3 days, my wife sleeping next to

been a cornerstone of Tang Soo Do practice.

him on a couch for two nights. It wasn’t fun

Hyung, or forms, are basically the textbook

to say the least, but if you complain the

of the Art, as the self-defense applications

whole time and dwell on all the things you

for various movements are contained within.

were supposed to be doing it just makes it

There is always more than one application

that much worse. Instead we chose to see it

for a given motion in any hyung, and these

as an important opportunity for mother and

can only be understood through years and

adopted son to bond, and they did. Rather

years of practice and cultivation. There is

than seeing it as time being stolen from us,

no end to the practice and study of hyung.

we claimed it as time being given to us,

Even advanced practitioners, with decades

harmonizing with what life brought to us.

of experience, continue to practice and study

Bring harmony to your conversations. Bring

the most basic of beginner forms.

harmony wherever you go and you will be
However, these aspects mentioned

both dependent and independent in the best

above are still primarily physical in nature.

of ways.

The practice of physical hyung is good. The
practice of physical hyung often is good.
But, at some point, the Tang Soo Do
practitioner must grow to incorporate deeper
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aspects into their hyung practice. The

speaks quite extensively on mind training as

steppingstones for this approach can be

a means of purification, health, and disease

found in the names of the hyung themselves,

prevention. Hwang Kee goes on to state that

and their associated animal symbols. Take

the Korean term for purification practice is

the Pyung Ahn hyung, as an example.

kyejae. Loosely translated, the character for

Pyung Ahn means “Peaceful and calm”, and

kye means “that which prevents suffering”

is associated with the turtle. The term

and the character for jae means “cleansing

“Peaceful and calm” leads a practitioner to a

the mind”. Hwang Kee refers to kyejae as

more mental state of practice. One must

“the prevention of misfortune or calamity.”

also intellectually study the aspects of a

One of the techniques to cultivate

turtle to gain further understanding. A turtle

kyejae is yunsubup, the “light dregs”

moves slow and methodical. A turtle is very

technique. Many of the aspects in the

defensive with its protective shell. A turtle

practice Hwang Kee goes on to describe can

is not aggressive by nature, as it is primarily

apply to martial practice as well…

an herbivore. However, when threatened, a
1. Preparatory Stage:

turtle will snap! These characteristics are

I.

important to incorporate into hyung practice,

II.

and can be applied not only to the Pyung

Straighten the spine.
Relax, removing all tension
from the torso.

Ahn forms, but all forms.
There are still even deeper methods
of internal and mind training with hyung

III.

Sit in a meditation posture.

IV.

Close the eyes.

V.

practice. Hwang Kee, in his book on
philosophy called Moo Do Chul Hahk,
31

Calm the mind.

Steps I, II and V are all valid and

every part of the body.

expected characteristics of hyung practice.

Visualize it cleansing the

These characteristics are also mentioned in

body of disease, toxins, and

the Song of the Sip Sam Seh. Hwang Kee

bad ki as it flows downward.

goes on to explain the next section of

From personal experience, I

yunsubup…

cannot tell you how many times my

2. Actual Practice:
I.

II.

III.

instructor would lead us through a

Visualize a mysterious elixir

warm-up or meditation exercise

falling from heaven onto the

going through a method that

top of your head.

resembles the steps listed above. The

Visualize the mysterious

number of times are numerous! My

effectiveness of this elixir as

instructor has always sought to delve

it permeates your head and

deeper than just the obvious and

infuses your entire body.

topical physical practice of the

Visualize the elixir gradually

martial arts.

permeating your body from

Hwang Kee goes on to describe

the head downward, into the

the results of yunsubup practice.

shoulder and arms, into the
3. Results

chest, lungs, heart, liver,

I.

stomach, abdomen, lower

If you carry out this form of
mind training several times in

body, sexual organs, all of

succession, you will feel as if

the legs, the back side of the
body, the spine, waist, and
32

there were a liquid remaining

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

There have been numerous times

in one’s lower body.

throughout my time as a martial arts

If you grow proficient in this

practitioner where I have experienced many

technique, you will smell a

of the above results after a good forms class.

mysterious fragrance that is

The sensation of liquid in the lower body I

impossible to describe.

have felt in my center, kidneys and legs. I

You will be able to hear the

have yet to smell a mysterious fragrance, but

sound of the visualized elixir

I have had a sensation of a sweet taste in my

as it flows down into the

mouth. I have experienced the “sound”

body.

flowing down my body, and it sounds like

Your head will feel cool and

soft running water. I have also experienced

refreshed.

the cool and refreshing sensation on my

Your waist and legs will feel

head. The feeling of warmth and openness

comfortable and warm.

is very real, as is the feeling of ecstasy after

Pain and stiffness will

a good forms class.

disappear.
VII.

I have found that from personal

You will feel ecstatic to the

experience, the preparatory stage of this

point that you are unaware of

practice can be performed standing at

the body. You will reach a

attention before bowing into a form. It can

condition approaching the

be done quickly or one can take their time

stage of non-self. You will

before bowing into the form and beginning.

become blissful.

I have also found that a calm, relaxed and
empty mind is necessary to perform hyung
33

in a meditative state. This can be

Tang Soo Do development, hyung study and

accomplished through repetition and

practice is a constant. A Tang Soo Do

transferring the hyung into the body’s motor

practitioner is never removed from hyung

memory, freeing the mind and intellect. If

study. By studying and learning hyung, one

the form must be remembered or

can come to know the self.

concentrated on intensely to perform, a
meditative state is not possible. By
disengaging the thought, the state of the self
can just exist and the hyung can be
performed without interference from internal
or external factors. It is in this state where I
believe meditative hyung practice offers
healing and illness-preventative benefits.
One comes to a state of empty-minded
practice by gradually applying the intellect
and mind fully to the study of hyung.
Hyung truly is the basis of Tang Soo Do
practice. It is a basic practice, an
intermediate practice, and a highly advance
practice. A practitioner will come to know
all of these stages through diligence and
effort over years of study and practice. No
matter the point a practitioner is on in their
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Balancing Energy

completely shut down. People are social

by Gihan Fellah

beings, but people also need room to

Tangsoology – 3rd Dan

connect with nature and have time to

Sun Mountain Tang Soo Do

meditate and diffuse the day’s stressors.

The air is electric right now with all
Breathe in, slowly breathe out.

the political tension in the atmosphere.

Stretch, relax. Close your eyes. Be.

Living in urban areas in itself causes tension

Life throws so many overwhelming

and negative energy. And just when you
start to get tired of the constant amount of

things in a person’s path, but it also offers

people everywhere, workplace

peace and forgiveness; compassion,

disagreements, traffic congestion, domestic

empathy, and hope. The world is definitely

disputes, racial discrimination, media

spinning in an awkward sort of way in that

propaganda, video game and movie violence

the traditional way of life for many, is

all start to take their toll on the human

changing. Look at the migration of people

conscious. It’s enough to make a person

from Africa into Europe, South Americans

lash out in frustration and anger or

and Mexicans into the United States and
Canada, etc… People’s culture, religion,
35

food, good/ bad habits, clothing style, and

was there for each of their first few days of

music are getting intermingled. There is a

civilian life. Both of them had a lot of built

lot of movement going on right now that is

up anger, frustration, tension, and anxiety.

causing tremendous worldwide stress. A lot

After they had time to release some of that

of this stress is negative energy in the

energy through discussions and explanation,

atmosphere and we feel it, whether we

they each became more relaxed and took

acknowledge it or not. On the flip side, it is

time to think and plan their future in a

also opening doors of positivity and

constructive way. I’m not saying it had

opportunities for many such as through

anything to do with me, but everything to

employment, healthcare, housing, and new

due with their current state of being.

friends. Through the wave of change,

Coming out of a stressful military lifestyle

balance is happening. Homeostasis happens

and into a calm household gave them relief.

in our bodies to bring about equilibrium. Yin

They also both returned to the beautiful

and yang. Natural correction to our

Colorado mountains, which was their way of

disjointed efforts caused by societal

coming home to nature.

influence in the perpetual realm of life.

Practicing martial arts is a way of

Wow, that was a mouthful! Balancing

balancing the energy in ourselves, and in

energy in our daily lives often happens

doing so, balancing the energy in those

naturally; just look at symmetry in art,

around us. Energy levels are contagious.

symmetry in nature, symmetry in

Just as we desire to have positive people

mathematics, symmetry in hyung.

around us so we are selves can be uplifted.

Both my sons recently were

Unfortunately, negative energy is

honorably discharged from the military. I

just as contagious. Just look at the news and
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video clips of hoards of angry people trying

focused on only each other and not on their

to block traffic and getting run over by

surroundings. Not wanting to get in the

scared and angry drivers. Also notice the

middle of two men fighting, I did what

protestors around the world gathering in the

every other American would do, pulled out

thousands to make a statement and the

my cell phone and started to discreetly

energy coming off the crowds. Energy

record them. They fought for about two

affects emotions and adrenalin. With

minutes, and at first I was trying to figure

emotions running amuck, people do not

out if they were sparing for fun, or if they

make the best of choices.

meant to hurt each other. Their fighting
skills were terrible.

I am living proof.

I always believed that street fights

Currently, I am working as a Job

were over quickly, but this one seemed to

Coach in the school district for disabled

drag on for a bit. Torn shirts came off, one

young adults. A couple of weeks ago, I was

guy lost a shoe when he kicked his

waiting (in the school suburban in a parking

opponent, wild punching aiming for the

lot) for my student to arrive at her

head, it was pathetic. It seemed they did not

workplace. I parked in such a way that I

want to seriously hurt each other, so I

could easily see her approach as she walks

resisted the temptation to call the police.

toward me. While waiting, two of her co-

Even so, I was watching for my disabled

workers stepped into the parking lot from

student to arrive, and as soon as I saw her, I

the restaurant where they work, and started

got out of the suburban to try and head her

pounding on each other. I couldn’t believe

off so she wouldn’t see the two men

they did not see me when I was parked in

fighting. When they finally noticed me and

such an obvious spot. They were fully
37

my student, they stopped their scuffle. A

life, through meditation, through martial

few minutes later, they were in the

practice, through human contact.

restaurant’s kitchen going about their
business, casting occasional dirty looks at
each other. I asked them each separately if
they were ok, they were, and both had gotten
new work shirts on. Since neither one spoke
much English, I never found out why they
fought. With the restaurants cameras
pointing at the area of the parking lot where
they were fighting, I didn’t mention it to
their manager, he probably already knew
based on his behavior afterwards. Needless
to say, it was a high tension day in that
restaurant and I was glad when my student’s
shift was over.
When one enters the training floor,
all personal baggage is to be left outside.
Train with sincerity and without arrogance.
When one leaves the training floor, it is up
to them whether or not to pick their baggage
back up. Try to practice balance in your
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Tai Chi Training

synchronizing breath advances ones

by Mike Anderson Sifu

abilities. As stances and postures become

Head Instructor for Pikes Peak Dao

more comfortable, an ease of movement is
created. Not surprisingly, confidence also

Tai Chi training focuses on

develops. This is due to the development of

fundamental movements and stances.

strong leg and hip muscles which act as a

Through the practice of slow and deliberate

physical foundation enabling smooth yet

movements the body learns and relearns to

powerful motion. While the outward

release unneeded tension while developing a

movement looks soft, there exists solidity

sound physical structure and smooth

below the surface. A well aligned body

movement.

relieves tension and stress encouraging a

Practicing different stances and

peaceful, quiet and alert mind.

transitioning from one stance to another

Tai Chi stances and postures help to

starts with patience and focus. Using

create an awareness of our abilities.

repetition, slow methodical movement, and

Developing even the simplest movements is
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paramount to good Tai Chi practice. Slow
deliberate movement exposes our
weaknesses. Once we identify our
weaknesses we can address our
shortcomings. Methodically over time our
weaknesses, one by one, are reduced or
eliminated.
Honest, sincere, consistent practice is
necessary to make progress. In addition, a
strong dose of humility keeps us in the dojo
practicing our art. An art like Tai Chi is
really a vehicle for personal growth and
development. Over time and through
practice we realize important truths about
ourselves. And if we experience good
fortune, we may pass this art on to the next
generation. It is a lifetime endeavor.
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1) “Patterns are recognizable and
The Importance and Benefits of Hyung

repeatable.” It is obviously easier to

By Mike Parenteau Sabom-nim
do something that has a pattern than
Tangsoology – 5th Dan
it is to do random movements. Forms
Head Instructor for Tangsoology Institute
of Longmont

allow the beginner or advanced
student to recall various individual

I may be wrong, but I think it was Bruce Lee

techniques and ideas easily. Also,

that first said that forms were useless, in that

sharing those techniques and ideas

one would trap themselves by continuing to

with someone else in the context of

train in “patterns”. His theory was based on

the form is entirely more easily

his premise of breaking away from form and

communicated.

be formless.
2) “Within the forms are the basics of

It’s not my intent on refuting Bruce Lee’s
methods. What I do intend on doing is to

the art.” What better way to practice

point out the benefits of Hyung training,

the skill of the basics of the art?

a.k.a. poomse, forms, kata, patterns, etc. The

Staying in a static position practicing

following is what I believe to be the benefits

a particular technique or trying to
perform the technique during a

and the importance of training in forms:
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sparring session doesn’t seem to me

advance movements, but also tie

to be the best way to practice,

these ideas together to create a self-

especially for beginners. Learning

defense practice. This building block

control, the proper movement, etc. in

can be utilized to not only practice

a controlled, dynamic manner over

mindfully, but to also practice with

and over until a level of proficiency

someone else. My instructor would

is accomplished seems to be a better

tell us, “you study form to break

method. It might be slower, but with

away from it.” He is not saying to

hard work, the end will justify the

dismiss them entirely at some point,

means.

but to use the form to look deeper
into its meaning and possible

3) “Within the forms are advanced

application. The form is just the

movements.” Ready to move on to

starting point!

something else? How about more
advanced techniques? The
5) “It’s tradition!” It may be oldpractitioner can dynamically practice
fashioned, but this method of
these movements as well and learn to
information delivery has been in use
hone the concepts of the movement
for a long time. It’s not unlike
or technique.
singing a song or telling a story and
passing it down from generation to

4) “Within the forms are the ideas

generation. Same thing here…

behind self-defense.” Not only does
one get to practice the basics or
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In our Tangsoology curriculum, we have a
lot of forms to learn. One should never get
bored practicing Tangsoology, just because
there are a number of forms to glean selfdefense principles, learn balance and other
useful things.
Take the time to study your forms, not only
performing them but break them down and
analyze them. Come up with your own
ideas. Learn the proper timing in the forms.
Forms are like music in that they ebb and
flow. Make each move and effective move
(this should sound familiar). Use vocal
harassment (kihap) in practicing your forms.
Use and practice forms to overcome
thoughts of laziness.
Forms have long been passed down to each
generation of martial arts students. I for one
like the fact that our Association uses this
method to pass along one important part of
our Tangsoology practice. It’s almost like
looking back through time. Keep up the
tradition!
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